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Quotable quotes

“The Left is all about Christian ethics.”

“The [third world] population explosion is not caused by
liberalism, it is caused by Christianity.”

“Unless we leave Christian ethics, we will perish.”

—Conservative Swede
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St Sebastian

Painting of the day:

Pietro Perugino 
St Sebastian ~ 1480

Stockholm Nationalmuseum
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The toll of Judeo-Christianity
Excerpted from the 18th article of William Pierce’s “Who We Are: a Series of
Articles on the History of the White Race”:

Christian ethics—the slave morality
preached in the Roman catacombs—was
like a time bomb ticking away in Europe—a
Trojan horse brought inside the fortress,
waiting for its season. That season came,
and the damage was done. Today

Christianity is one of the most active forces working from within
to destroy the White race.

From the Christian churches came the notion of “the White man’s
burden,” along with the missionaries who saw in every African
cannibal or Chinese coolie a soul to be saved, of equal value in the
eyes of Jehovah to any White soul. It is entirely a Christian
impulse—at least, on the part of the average American voter, if not
the government—which sends American food and medical
supplies to keep alive swarming millions of Asiatics, Africans, and
Latins every time they have a famine, so that they can continue to
outbreed Whites.

The otherworldly emphasis on individual salvation, on an
individual relationship between Creator and creature which
relegates the relationship between individual and race, tribe, and
community to insignificance; the inversion of natural values
inherent in the exalting of the botched, the unclean, and the poor
in spirit in the Sermon on the Mount, the injunction to “resist not
evil” — all are prescriptions for racial suicide. Indeed, had a
fiendishly clever enemy set out to concoct a set of doctrines
intended to lead the White race to its destruction, he could hardly
have done better.

The “White guilt” syndrome exploited so assiduously by America’s
non-White minorities is a product of Christian teachings, as is the
perverse reverence for “God’s chosen people” which has paralyzed
so many Christians’ wills to resist Jewish depredations.

Moses Replaces Hermann

Not the least of the damage done by the Christianization of Europe
was the gradual replacement of White tradition, legend, and
imagery by that of the Jews. Instead of specifically Celtic or
German or Slavic heroes, the Church’s saints, many of them
Levantines, were held up to the young for emulation; instead of
the feats of Hermann or Vercingetorix, children were taught of the
doings of Moses and David.

Europeans’ artistic
inspiration was
turned away from the
depiction of their
own rich heritage and
used to glorify that of
an alien race; Semitic
proverbs and figures
of speech took
precedence over
those of Indo-European provenance; Europeans even abandoned
the names of their ancestors and began giving Jewish names to
their children: Samuel and Sarah, John and Joan, Michael and
Mary, Daniel and Deborah.

Despite all these long-term consequences of Christianity, however,
the immediate symptoms of the infection which the conquering
Germans picked up from the defeated Romans were hardly
noticeable. White morals and manners, motivations and behavior
remained much as they had been, for they were rooted in the
genes—but now they had a new rationale.

Today’s Christian Patriots

And it is only fair to note that even today a fairly substantial
minority of White men and women who still think of themselves
as Christians have not allowed their sounder instincts to be
corrupted by doctrines suited to a following of mongrelized slaves.
They ignore the Jewish origins of Christianity and justify their
instinctive dislike and distrust of Jews with the fact that the Jews,
in demanding that Jesus be killed, became a race forever accursed
(“His blood be on us and on our children”).

They interpret the divine injunction of brotherhood as applying
only to Whites. Like the Franks of the Middle Ages, they believe
what suits them and conveniently forget or invent their own
interpretation for the rest. Were they the Christian mainstream
today, the religion would not be the racial menace that it is.

Unfortunately, however, they are not: virtually none are actively
affiliated with any of the larger, established Christian churches.

♣

Pierce’s book continues for other eight chapters.
I am convinced that the white race won’t be saved
unless whites—agnostics and atheists included—

give up Christian axiology (see: here).
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The Virgin’s dormition (detail)

Painting of the day:

Anonymous Russian
The Virgin’s dormition (detail) ~ 14th c.

Stockholm Nationalmuseum
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Germanic People and the Romans (4)
Christianity Spreads

Excerpted from the 18th article of William Pierce’s “Who We Are: a Series of
Articles on the History of the White Race”:

During the turbulent and eventful fifth
century the Germans largely completed
their conquest of the West. In the early
years of that century German tribesmen,
who had been raiding the coast of Roman
Britain for many years, began a permanent
invasion of the southeastern portion of the
island, a development which was eventually

to lead to a Germanic Britain.

 

Oriental Infection

But the Germans did not make their conquest of the Roman world
without becoming infected by some of the diseases which
flourished so unwholesomely in Rome during her last days.
Foremost among these was an infection which the Romans
themselves had caught during the first century, a consequence of
their own conquest of the Levant. It had begun as an offshoot of
Judaism, had established itself in Jerusalem and a few other spots
in the eastern Mediterranean area, and had traveled to Rome with
Jewish merchants and speculators, who had long found that city
an attractive center of operations.

It eventually became known to the world as Christianity, but for
more than two centuries it festered in the sewers and catacombs of
Rome, along with dozens of other alien religious sects from the
Levant; its first adherents were Rome’s slaves, a cosmopolitan lot
from all the lands conquered by the Romans. It was a religion
designed to appeal to slaves: blessed are the poor, the meek, the
wretched, the despised, it told them, for you shall inherit the earth
from the strong, the brave, the proud, and the mighty; there will
be pie in the sky for all believers, and the rest will suffer eternal
torment. It appealed directly to a sense of envy and resentment of
the weak against the strong.

The new religion spread from the slaves to the freedmen, that
motley conglomeration of Syrians, Egyptians, Jews, Armenians,
and members of a dozen other nations who made up Rome’s
mercantile, petty entrepreneur, and free worker class. It even
began to catch on in some of Rome’s legions.

 

Edict of Milan

By the end of the third century Christianity had become the most
popular as well as the most militant of the Oriental sects
flourishing among the largely non-Roman inhabitants of the
decaying Roman Empire. Even as late as the first years of the
fourth century, under Emperor Diocletian, the Roman
government was still making efforts to keep the Christians under
control, but in 313 a new emperor, Constantine, decided that, if
you can’t lick ’em, join ’em, and he issued an imperial edict
legitimizing Christianity.

Although one of Constantine’s successors, Julian, attempted to
reverse the continuing Christianization of the Roman Empire a
few years later, it was already too late: the Goths, who made up
the bulk of Rome’s armies by this time, had caught the infection
from one of their own slaves, a Christian captive whom they called
Wulfila. Wulfila was a tireless and effective missionary, and the
Goths were an uprooted and unsettled people, among whom the
new religion took hold easily. Wulfila’s translation of the Bible
into Gothic greatly speeded up the process.

 

Conversion of the Franks

Before the end of the fourth century Christianity had also spread
to the Vandals, Burgundians, Lombards, Gepids, and several other
German tribes. A little over a century later the powerful nation of
the Franks was converted. By the beginning of the second quarter
of the sixth century, the only non-Christian Whites left were the
Bavarians, Thuringians, Saxons, Frisians, Danes, Swedes, and
Norse among the Germans—and virtually all the Balts and Slavs.

 

Athanaric the Goth

The Christians had many individual opponents, of course: among
the Romans several of the more responsible and civic-minded
emperors, such as Diocletian, as well as what was left of the
tradition-minded aristocracy; and among the Germans many
farsighted leaders who resisted the imposition of an alien creed on
their people and the abandonment of their ancient traditions.
Athanaric, the great Gothic chieftain who led his people across the
Danube in 376 to save them from the invading Huns, was notable
in this regard.

Athanaric and the other traditionalists failed to halt the spread of
Christianity, because they were only individuals. Although there
were pagan priests, the traditional German religion never really
had a church associated with it. It consisted in a body of beliefs,
tales, and practices passed from generation to generation, but it
had no centralized organization like Christianity.

Early Christianity, in contrast to German religion, was as utterly
intolerant as the Judaism from which it sprang. Even Roman
religion, which, as an official state religion, equated religious
observance with patriotism, tolerated the existence of other sects,
so long as they did not threaten the state. But the early Christians
were inspired by a fanatical hatred of all opposing creeds.

Also in contrast to German and Roman religion, Christianity,
despite its specifically Jewish roots, claimed to be a universal (i.e.,
“catholic”) creed, equally applicable to Germans, Romans, Jews,
Huns, and Negroes.

As for the brotherhood of man and equality in the eyes of the
Lord, the Germans had no time for such nonsense; when
confronted with non-Whites, they instinctively reached for the
nearest lethal weapon. They made mincemeat out of the Avars,
who were cousins to the Huns, in the seventh century, and the
Christianized Franks or Goths of that era would know exactly what
to do with a few hundred thousand rioting American Blacks; they
would, in fact, positively relish the opportunity to do what needed
doing.

It could not have been expected to be otherwise. In the first place,
a totally alien religion cannot be imposed on a spiritually healthy
people—and the Germans were still essentially healthy, despite the
dislocations caused by the Voelkerwanderung.
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Pantocrator

Painting of the day:

Anonymous Russian
Byzantine icon ~ 14th c.

Stockholm Nationalmuseum
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Whites under Attila the Hun
Excerpted from the 17th article of William Pierce’s “Who We Are: a Series of
Articles on the History of the White Race”:

The Huns halted their westward push for
more than 40 years while they consolidated
their hold on all of central and eastern
Europe, and on much of northern Europe
as well. In 433 they gained a new king,
whose name was Attila. In 445, when Attila

established his new capital at Buda, in what is now Hungary, the
empire of the Huns stretched from the Caspian Sea to the North
Sea.

In 451 Attila began moving west again, with the intention of
seizing Gaul and then the rest of the Western Empire. His army
consisted not only of Huns but also of contingents from all the
conquered peoples of Europe: Ostrogoths, Gepids, Rugians,
Scirians, Heruls, Thuringians, and others, including Slavs.

One contingent was made up of Burgundians, half of whom the
Huns had subjugated (and nearly annihilated) in 436. The
struggle between the Burgundians and the Huns forms the
background for the German heroic epic, the Nibelungenlied.

Scourge of God

Attila’s mixed army threw western Europe into a state of terror as
it advanced. So great was the devastation wrought on the
countryside that Attila was given the nickname “the Scourge of
God,” and it was said that grass never again grew where his horse
had trod.

Two armies, one commanded by Aëtius, the last of the Western
Empire’s Roman generals, and the other by Theodoric, King of the
Visigoths, rode against Attila. Aëtius and Theodoric united their
armies south of the Loire, in central Gaul, and compelled Attila to
withdraw to the north-east.

Attila carefully chose the spot to halt his horde and make his
stand. It was in a vast, open, and nearly level expanse of ground in
northeastern France between the Marne and the Seine, where his
cavalry would have ideal conditions for maneuvering. The region
was known as the Catalaunian Plains, after the Catalauni, a Celtic
people. The name of Chalons (ancient Catalaunum), is most often
associated with the battle which took place on the Catalaunian
Plains, although the actual site is much closer to the city of Troyes.

White Victory

In a furious, day-long battle frightful losses were inflicted on both
sides, but the Visigoths, Franks, free Burgundians, and Alans of
Aëtius and Theodoric had gained a decisive advantage over the
Huns and their allies by nightfall. Attila retreated behind his
wagons and in despair ordered a huge funeral pyre built for
himself. He intended neither to be taken alive by his foes nor to
have his corpse fall into their hands.

King Theodoric had fallen during the day’s fighting, and the
command of the Visigothic army had passed to his son,
Thorismund. The latter was eager to press his advantage and
avenge his father’s death by annihilating the Hunnic horde.

Empire of Attila (orange) by 450 A.D.

The wily Roman Aëtius, however, putting the interests of his dying
Empire first, persuaded Thorismund to allow Attila to withdraw
his horde from Gaul. Aëtius was afraid that if Thorismund
completely destroyed the power of the Huns, then the Visigoths
would again be a menace to the Empire; he preferred that the
Huns and the Visigoths keep one another in check.

Battle of the Nedao

Attila and his army ravaged the countryside again, as they made
their way back to Hungary. The following year they invaded
northern Italy and razed the city of Aquileia to the ground; those
of its inhabitants who were not killed fled into the nearby
marshes, later to found the city of Venice.

But in 453 Attila died. The 60-year-old Hun burst a blood vessel
during his wedding-night exertions, following his marriage to a
blonde German maiden, Hildico (called Kriernhild in the
Nibelungenlied). The Huns had already been stripped of their
aura of invincibility by Theodoric, and the death of their leader
diminished them still further in the eyes of their German vassals.

The latter, under the leadership of Ardaric the Gepid, rose up in
454. At the battle of the Nedao River in that year it was strictly
German against Hun, and the Germans won a total victory,
completely destroying the power of the Huns in Europe.

Slavic Opportunity

The vanquished Huns fled eastward, settling finally around the
shores of the Sea of Azov in a vastly diminished realm. They left
behind them only their name, in Hungary. Unfortunately, they
also left some of their genes in those parts of Europe they had
overrun. But in 80 years they had turned Europe upside down.
Entire regions were depopulated, and the old status quo had
vanished.

This provided an opportunity for the Slavs to expand, and they
took advantage of it, as mentioned earlier. Unfortunately for them
—and for our entire race—the area into which the Slavs expanded
corresponded largely to the area invaded repeatedly in later
centuries by Asiatic hordes from the east, and the Slavic peoples
suffered grievously. We will examine these Asiatic invasions in
later installments.
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Germanic People and the Romans (3)
Excerpted from the 17th article of William Pierce’s “Who We Are: a Series of
Articles on the History of the White Race”:

The Gothic nation, as was mentioned in the
previous installment, had established itself
on the southern shore of the Baltic, around
the mouth of the Vistula, before 300 B.C.
Prior to that the Goths had lived in
southern Sweden.

Conquest of the Steppe

The Goths west of the Dniester—the Visigoths—moved down into
the Danubian lands west of the Black Sea, where they inevitably
came into conflict with the Romans. They conquered the Roman
province of Dacia for themselves, after defeating a Roman army
and killing a Roman emperor (Decius) in the year 251.

For the next century and a quarter both the Visigoths and the
Ostrogoths prospered, while the fortunes of the Roman Empire
continued to decline. The Goths, who were excellent seamen,
raided the Black Sea coastal cities of Asia Minor at will, and Rome
was also hard pressed to defend other portions of her long border
with the Germans.

Peaceful Coexistence

Toward the end of the third century, during the reign of
Diocletian, the Empire was divided into eastern and western
halves, for administrative and military purposes. The progressive
breakdown of communications led eventually to separate de facto
powers, one centered in Rome and the other in Byzantium (later
renamed Constantinople).

During the first three-quarters of the fourth century, despite
occasional raids, a state of relatively peaceful coexistence between
Goths and Romans pervaded. Especially in the eastern half of the
Empire, diplomacy and bribery were used to hold the Goths at
bay. During the reign of Constantine (306-337) 40,000 Goths
were recruited into the Roman army, and they thenceforth were
the bulwark of the Eastern Empire.

It was in the reign of Emperor Valens, in the year 372, that the
greatest menace to the White race, both Germans and Romans,
since the beginning of recorded history suddenly appeared on the
eastern horizon. From the depths of Central Asia a vast horde of
brown- skinned, flat-nosed, slant-eyed little horsemen—fast,
fierce, hardy, bloodthirsty, and apparently inexhaustible in
numbers—came swarming across the steppe around the north end
of the Caspian Sea. They were the Huns.

The first to feel their impact were
the Alans, living south of the Don
between the Black Sea and the
Caspian Sea. The Hunnic horde
utterly crushed the Alans, some of
whose remnants retreated
southward into the Caucasus
Mountains, while others fled
westward in confusion, seeking
refuge among the Goths. In the
Caucasus today traces of the Nordic
Alans are found in the Ossetes,
whose language is Indo-European
and who are taller and lighter than
the Caucasic-speaking peoples

around them.

End of the Ostrogoths

Next the Huns fell upon the Ostrogoths and routed them. The
aged Ostrogothic king, Hermanric, slew himself in despair, and his
successor, Vitimer, was killed in a vain effort to hold back the
Brown flood. The Ostrogothic kingdom disintegrated, and its
people streamed westward in terror, with the Huns at their heels.
Athanaric, king of the Visigoths, posted himself at the Dniester
with a large army, but the Huns crossed the river and defeated
him, inflicting great slaughter on his army.

Thus, the Visigoths too were forced to retreat westward. Athanaric
petitioned Valens for permission for his people to cross the
Danube and settle in Roman lands to the south. Valens consented,
but he attached very hard conditions, which the Goths, in their
desperation, were forced to accept: they were required to
surrender all their weapons and to give up their women and
children as hostages to the Romans.

Oppression and Rebellion

The Goths crossed the Danube in 376 and settled in the Roman
province of Lower Moesia, which corresponds roughly to modern
Bulgaria. There the Romans took shameful advantage of them.
Roman-Jewish merchants, in return for grain and other staples,
took the hostage children of the Goths as slaves.

The Goths secretly rearmed themselves and rose up. For two years
they waged a war of revenge, ravaging Thrace, Macedonia, and
Thessaly. Finally, on August 9, 378, in the great battle of
Hadrianople, the Gothic cavalry, commanded now by Fritigern,
annihilated Valens’ infantry (most of whom were also Goths), and
the emperor himself was killed. This was the worst defeat Rome
had suffered since the Goths defeated and killed Decius 127 years
earlier, and the battle decisively changed the conduct of future
wars. Heretofore, Roman infantry tactics had been considered
unbeatable, but Fritigern’s Goths had shown what heavy cavalry
could do to infantry unprotected by its own cavalry.

The emperor of the eastern half of the Empire who succeeded
Valens took a much more conciliatory stance toward the Goths,
and they were confirmed in their possession of much of the
territory south of the Danube which they had seized between 376
and 378. The Huns, meanwhile, had occupied Gothic Dacia
(present-day Romania), as well as all the lands to the east.

Loss of a Homeland

The ancient homeland of the Nordic race was now in the hands of
non-Whites. For more than four millennia wave after wave of
White warriors had come out of the eastern steppe to conquer and
colonize Europe: Achaeans, Dorians, Latins, Celts, Germans,
Balts, Slavs, Cimmerians, Scythians, Sarmatians, and uncounted
and unnamed peoples before all these. But the Sarmatians were
the last; after the Huns drove them and the Goths out, no other
White barbarians were to come riding out of the east.

For the next
thousand years the
eastern steppe which
had been the
breeding ground of
the Nordic race
became the invasion
route into Europe for
periodic waves of
non-White hordes
from Asia: Huns,
Avars, Turks,
Magyars, Mongols.

German vs. German

The Huns contented themselves, for the time being, with that
portion of Europe between the Carpathians and the Danube,
leaving the Romans and the Germans elsewhere to their own
devices. Rome, a hollow shelf peopled largely by Levantines and
ruled in effect by a gaggle of filthy-rich Middle Eastern
moneylenders, speculators, and merchants, depended for her
continued existence upon cleverness and money rather than real
strength. Germans menaced her and Germans defended her, and
the Romans concentrated their energies on playing German off
against German.

The game succeeded in the Eastern Empire, more or less, but not
in the Western Empire. A Frank, Arbogast, was the chief adviser—
and effective master—of Western Emperor Eugenius in the year
394, having assassinated Eugenius’ predecessor. The emperor of
the East, Theodosius, sent his Gothic army against Arbogast, and
Arbogast called on his fellow Franks for support. The two German
armies fought at Aquileia, near modern Venice, and the Goths
defeated the Franks.

Alaric the Bold

Two of the leaders of Theodosius’ army were Alaric the Bold, a
Gothic prince, and Stilicho, a Vandal. After the battle of Aquileia
Stilicho, nominally subordinate to Theodosius, became the
effective master of the Western Empire. Alaric was chosen king of
the Visigoths by his tribe and decided to challenge Stilicho, but as
long as Stilicho lived he was able to hold Alaric at bay.

The emasculated and Levantinized Romans, unable to face the
Germans man to man, bitterly resented their German allies as
much as they did their German enemies. This resentment, born of
weakness and cowardice, finally got the better of the Romans in
408, and they conspired to have their protector, Stilicho,
murdered. Then the Romans in all the Italian cities butchered the
wives and children of their German allies—60,000 of them.

This foolish and brutal move sent Stilicho’s German soldiers into
Alaric’s arms, and Italy was then at the Goth’s mercy. Alaric’s
army ravaged large areas of the peninsula for two years in revenge
for the massacre of the German families. Alaric demanded a large
ransom from the Romans and forced them to release some 40,000
German slaves.

Fall of Rome

Then, on the night of August 24, 410, Alaric’s Goths took Rome
and sacked the city. This date marked, for all practical purposes,
the end of the capital of the world. Rome had endured for 1,163
years and had ruled for a large portion of that time, but it would
never again be a seat of power. For a few more decades the
moribund Empire of the West issued its commands from the
fortress city of Ravenna, 200 miles north of Rome, until the whole
charade was finally ended in 476. The Empire of the East, on the
other hand, would last another thousand years.
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Annunciation (detail)

Painting of the day:

Maestro de la Seo de Urgel
Annunciation (detail) ~ 15th century

National Art Museum of Catalonia
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.

 

HUMAN SKIN COLORS:

ARCHIVES

Select Month

CATEGORIES

14 words

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

Alt-Right / white
nationalism

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Andrew Joyce

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Aryan problem /
Deranged altruism

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of Europe

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritans

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Satyricon (novel)

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
film)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta (Lacedaemon)

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncategorized

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

The Occidental Observer
(scholarly site about the
Jewish Question).

Nazi Propaganda Guide
Page (not exactly a
National Socialist friendly
site but very informative
of primary NS sources).

The legacy of Wm. Pierce

David Irving’s Website

Jake F.’s NS Archive

 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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